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Strategic capability development refers to the renewal of the organisational 

capabilities which are sources of competitive advantage. The aim of this paper is 

examine how strategic capability and competitive advantage build up over time. 

Recent literature points to the integration of dynamic capability and ambidexterity 

perspectives in explaining organisational capability development. Literature analysis 

reveals the role of knowledge integration and product innovation in integrating 

dynamic capability and ambidexterity. However, little attention has yet been paid to 

knowledge integration within innovation projects as a context for capability 

development. Accordingly, this paper aims to develop a conceptual framework for 

strategic capability development focusing on the role of knowledge integration within 

product innovation projects. This framework contributes to identifying and 

emphasising the role of micro processes in capability renewal which in turn enhances 

our understanding of strategic capability development. 

 

 

Introduction 

Strategies within organisations are based on the internal and external situations of the firm 

and are implemented through the processes of adapting organisational resources and 

capabilities to environmental changes (Venkatraman, 1989). The literature has focused on fit 

between strategy and the internal and external situation, and its impact on performance and 

sustainability of competitive advantage. Less attention has been paid to how strategic 
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capabilities within companies are developed to achieve fit between resources and the 

environment. In this paper, strategic capability development is defined as "renewing and 

changing organisational capabilities to the new capabilities which are sources of competitive 

advantage in a new environment". This paper explores this concept and devises a strategic 

and conceptual framework for effective capability development within firms based on 

internal and external factors. 

There are two main approaches in the literature. The dynamic capability perspective 

argues that adaptation of organisational capabilities to the environment is achieved through a 

combination of internal and external capabilities (Teece et al., 1997). Organisational 

processes, such as product innovation, have been identified as dynamic capabilities 

(Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000). However, it is not yet known which processes lead to the 

development of capabilities that are sources of competitive advantage and sustainability 

(Ambrosini and Bowman, 2009). The ambidexterity literature argues that sustainability of 

competitive advantage in the face of environmental changes is based on a balance between 

exploration and exploitation (March, 1991; Tushman and O’Reilly, 1996; Gupta et al., 2006). 

However, there is no discussion of how balancing exploration and exploitation can be 

achieved through capability development. While these two perspectives partially explain 

strategic capability development, a combination of them contributes to better understanding 

of this process. The literature points to the role of product innovation and knowledge 

integration for combining these two views (Grant, 1996; Danneels, 2002).  

 

Literature review 

In this section, literature on the four areas of dynamic capability, ambidexterity, product 

innovation and knowledge integration will be briefly reviewed to gain an integrated view of 

capability development. The findings will be analysed against the role of knowledge 

integration and product innovation in fitting organisational capabilities with internal and 

external environmental requirements. Then, in the next section, these areas will be 

synthesised to develop a conceptual framework for strategic capability development through 

knowledge integration within product innovation projects. 

Dynamic capability 

The resource-based view of the firm argues that firms which have resources that are valuable, 

inimitable, rare, and non-substitutable (VIRN attributes) can achieve sustainable advantage 
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(Barney et al., 2001). However, competitive advantage of firms is continuously eroded by 

competitors and the distribution of resources within an industry is constantly changing 

(Jacobides and Winter, 2005). Hence, sustaining competitive advantage over time is not the 

same as gaining it. Some believe that knowledge is the most significant resource of a 

company and that heterogeneous knowledge bases are the main determinants of sustained 

competitive advantage and superior performance (Grant, 1996; Spender, 1996; Zack, 2002). 

From this perspective, firms evolve their knowledge base in order to update their competitive 

advantage with the changing requirements of the environment. 

 

On the other hand, according to evolutionary theory (Nelson and Winter, 1982), the 

resources and capabilities which are sources of competitive advantage are path dependent. In 

this theory, the distinctive competence is the result of the evolution of past capabilities of the 

organisation (Dosi et al., 2000). Extending the path dependency argument, Teece et al. 

(1997) include external capabilities as sources of capability development, and define dynamic 

capability as “the firm’s ability to integrate, build and reconfigure internal and external 

competences to address a rapidly changing environment”. Dynamic capability processes 

determine how organisations develop their capabilities (based on the integration of internal 

and external capabilities) in order to respond to the opportunity created by environmental 

change. 

 

Hence, dynamic capability is the ability of the firm to change its capabilities to what the 

environment requires, based on combination and recombination of the firm’s existing 

capabilities and new capabilities. Zollo and Winter (2002) define capability development as 

evolution of organisational routines through cyclical evolution of organisational knowledge. 

Some argue that capability evolution is a form of exploration (Rosenkopf and Nerkar, 2001), 

while others propose that capability development is a form of exploitation (Danneels, 2007). 

In line with Gupta et al. (2006), this study will assume that the learning process of capability 

exploration is different from the learning process of capability exploitation.  

 

In brief, Teece (2007) explicates dynamic capability as constituting of three abilities: to 

sense opportunities, to seize these opportunities, and to reconfigure organisational assets in 

accordance with internalised opportunities. This unpacking of dynamic capability reveals the 

opportunity-based nature of dynamic capability. Accordingly, the contribution of dynamic 

capability to the field of organisational capability development points to two major 
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arguments. First, based on Teece (2007), exploration and exploitation of past organisational 

capabilities leads to developing new organisational capabilities. Secondly, based on Zollo and 

Winter (2002), each round of exploration of organisational capabilities leads to another round 

of exploitation of organisational capabilities. However, the existing frameworks for dynamic 

capability reveal different mechanisms for such operations regardless of which mechanisms 

are effective and which are not. Hence, the current models of dynamic capability are limited, 

unable to say when and why different mechanisms should be applied within organisational 

capability development.    

 

While descriptive models of dynamic capability illustrate the process of operational 

capability change, the predictive and normative models can conceptualise the influence of 

organisational factors on dynamic capability development. The predictive and normative 

models of dynamic capabilities, such as the models based on contingency theory, are often 

ignored in the literature of dynamic capability. Less attention has been paid the influential 

organisational variables involved in capability development and the relationship among them. 

These types of models will have more predictive and normative power. Zajac et al. (2000) 

argue that strategic fit is a core concept of normative models of strategy formulation, which 

have great performance implications. In line with this argument and based on the similarities 

and overlaps between strategic fit theory and contingency theory, contingency theory can be 

helpful in developing a normative model for dynamic capability development.  

 

Ambidexterity 

The ambidexterity literature is based on balancing exploration and exploitation within 

organisational evolution (Gupta, et al., 2006; Raisch, et al., 2009; Tushman and O’Reilly, 

1996). March (1991) argues that balancing exploration and exploitation is fundamental to the 

survival of the firm. Gupta et al. (2006) find two possible assumptions behind balancing 

exploration and exploitation. One assumption is continuity which refers to the situation where 

exploration and exploitation are balanced independently of each other. In this situation, firms 

can employ high levels of both exploration and exploitation simultaneously. Orthogonality 

balancing sees exploration and exploitation as two ends of a continuum where increasing one 

means decreasing another one. Hence, the balance between exploration and exploitation can 

be achieved either simultaneously or sequentially.  
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Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004) think that ambidexterity is achieved through establishing 

a balance between adaptation and alignment. This idea becomes clearer in the use of the 

terms ‘ambidexterity’ and ‘achieving ambidexterity’, which are treated differently in the 

ambidexterity literature. Ambidexterity refers to an intention towards a balance between 

exploration and exploitation. Most of the models based on this idea have considered the 

factors in the environment, organisational context and inter-firm relationships that moderate 

the relationships between ambidexterity and performance (Raisch and Birkinshaw, 2008; 

Simsek, 2009). Less has been written on how these factors lead ambidexterity toward 

performance. This point is referred to in the literature as achieving ambidexterity as the 

integration mechanisms mediate the relationship between ambidexterity and performance 

(Andriopoulos and Lewis, 2009; Jansen et al., 2009).  

 

Zollo and Winter (2002) feel that firms develop organisational capabilities through 

balancing exploration and exploitation in response to external stimuli. He and Wong (2004) 

put the concept of strategic fit (Venkatraman, 1989) into the context of ambidexterity and 

argue that different types of balancing exploration and exploitation are correspondent with 

different modes of strategic fit (‘fit as matching’ and ‘fit as moderator’). Fit as matching 

refers to internal alignment and fit as moderator refers to environmental adaptation. This 

notion is compatible with contingency theory, where effectiveness is based on balancing 

differentiation and integration (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967). While fit as moderator is 

achieved through differentiation, fit as match is achieved through integration.  

 

Contingency theory has been extensively examined, based on different aspects of 

organisation design such as structure (Morton and Hu, 2008), organisational configuration, 

information processing (Daft and Lengel, 1986), organising for innovation (Damanpour, 

1991), knowledge management (Becerra-Fernandez and Sabherwal, 2001), and new product 

development (Souder et al., 1998). However, the application of this theory in ambidexterity is 

little studied. Raisch et al. (2009) argue that contingency theory is one of the four central 

tensions upon which further progress in research on ambidexterity can be achieved.   

 

Product innovation 

Product innovation is defined as “the transformation of a market opportunity into a product 

available for sale” (Krishnan and Ulrich, 2001, p.1). Product innovation has been studied 
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from several different perspectives (Brown and Eisenhardt, 1995; Krishnan and Ulrich, 

2001). The recent trend in examining product innovation through resource-based view has 

integrated different dimensions of product innovation to make more comprehensive picture of 

strategic product development. For example, Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) argue that 

exploring the relationship between resource-based theory and product innovation will inform 

resource-based theory and enhance its empirical grounding. Helfat and Raubitschek (2000) 

offer a study that firmly positions new product activity within resource-based theory, arguing 

that organizational capabilities and products co-evolve over time.  

 

Research also emphasises the relationship between product development and 

organisational capabilities from the dynamic capability perspective. For instance, Zollo and 

Winter (2002) argued that dynamic capability affects organisational capability development 

through applying different learning mechanisms. On the other hand, Eisenhardt and Martin 

(2000) argue that some organisational processes (such as knowledge acquisitions, alliance 

formation, strategic decision-making and product innovation) are dynamic capabilities of 

firms which serve to change organisational capabilities. Hence, product innovation projects, 

as one of the contexts of dynamic capability, are a mechanism for capability development. In 

short, this stream of research focuses on the impact of product innovation on development of 

organisational capabilities (Eisenhardt and Tabrizi, 1995; Francis and Bessant, 2005; 

Tatikonda and Montoya-Weiss, 2001).   

 

The literature argues that organisational capability development within product 

innovation is based on balancing exploration and exploitation of organisational capabilities 

(Floyed and Lane, 2000; Danneels, 2002). This stream of research on product innovation is 

focused on studying product innovation from a resource-based perspective. Danneels (2002), 

for instance, argues that capability development via product innovation can be explorative 

and exploitative. In other words, in terms of innovation strategy, product innovation can be 

used for exploitation of existing capabilities and exploration of new capabilities (Floyd and 

Lane, 2000). Hence, capability development can be aligned with different innovation 

strategies of exploration or exploitation within product innovation projects. Therefore, it 

appears that product innovation is influenced by other factors, such as innovation strategy. 

Literature analysis also reveals that product innovation is affected by external and internal 

factors, such as industry architecture (Jacobides et al., 2006; Fixson and Park, 2008) and 
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absorptive capacity (Stock et al., 2001;  Tsai, 2001) through the impact on innovation 

strategy. 

 

Industry architecture The concept of industry architecture recently emerged in the literature 

from the notion of division of labour and theories explaining the scope of the firm (Jacobides, 

2006; Brusoni et al., 2009). The theories explaining the scope of the firm are originally based 

on transaction cost economics (Coase, 1937), which investigates why firms exist. Williamson 

(1999) states that the firm’s competences affect its decision whether to perform an activity in-

house or externally. The issue is not really how firm A organises activity X, it is how firm A, 

having specific resources (strengths and weaknesses), organises activity X. In the context of 

innovation, this question turns into doing innovation in-house and through integration of 

innovative assets or outsourcing the innovative assets. 

 

Teece (2000) has established a framework for investigating this issue in the context of 

product innovation. His argument is based on appropriability regimes and the concept of co-

specialisation to investigate who stands to benefit from innovation. Jacobides et al. (2006) 

mix the two ideas of Teece (2000) and Williamson (1999) into a more comprehensive 

framework. They show that the pre-existing capabilities of a firm determine which approach 

in product innovation is more beneficial for the firm. They define two dimensions of co-

specialisation as factor complementarity and factor mobility. Complementarity refers to the 

superior return to combinations of two or more assets, and mobility refers to the number of 

assets and substitutes that potentially can enter into a combination. While complementarity in 

innovative assets influences the size of the value to be bargained over (a bigger share of the 

cake), mobility influences the bargaining power of the asset holder and thus the division of 

value (a share of a bigger cake). Changes in these two factors lead to change in industry 

architecture. 

 

Jacobides (2006) defines industry architecture as social arrangements that support the 

condition of a product or service. He states that industry architecture is a more 

comprehensive concept than industry, including the entire supporting industry participants in 

the value chain. Brusoni et al. (2009) argue that industry architecture refers to the patterns of 

the division of labour in a sector and among industry participants of different kinds. The 

concept of industry architecture extends the analysis from bilateral relations (based on 

transaction cost economics) to relationships across industry. From this perspective, 
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transaction cost initially motivates integration and innovation. However, firms benefit from 

innovation if their innovative assets complement each other and as a result co-specialise 

(Jacobides et al., 2006).  

 

As a result of co-specialisation and innovation, a new specialised knowledge will be 

created. Based on the concept of ‘near decomposability’ (Simon, 1996), the knowledge base 

of an industry can be conceptualised as a collection of specialised clusters of knowledge with 

a level of interdependence among them. The level of interdependence indicates the tacitness 

and the complementarity among knowledge clusters. When new specialised knowledge is 

established as a result of innovation, interdependencies and the degree of complementarity 

among knowledge clusters will differ because of changes in factor mobility and factor 

complementarity (Jacobides et al., 2006). Hence, integration and specialisation, which alter 

the distribution of capabilities across the industry, change transaction costs, and a new round 

of knowledge and capability development starts (Jacobides and Winter, 2005). Because 

division of task labour is different from division of knowledge labour  (Dibiaggio, 2007; 

Brusoni, et al., 2009), change in division of labour affects capability development and 

consequently division of knowledge among industry participants (Takeishi, 2001; Cacciatori 

and Jacobides, 2005; Jacobides and Winter, 2005). 

 

 Absorptive capacity Cohen and Levinthal (1990) define absorptive capacity as “the ability 

of a firm to recognize the value of new, external information, assimilate it, and apply it to 

commercial ends”. They argue that the basic antecedent of absorptive capacity is prior 

knowledge (related knowledge domains, basic skills and problem solving methods, prior 

learning experience and learning skills and shared language). Antecedents of absorptive 

capacity can be divided into prior related knowledge and internal mechanisms influencing a 

company’s absorptive capacity (Van den Bosch et al., 1999).  

This definition refers to the ability of a firm to integrate and utilise knowledge. Van den 

Bosch et al. (1999) define absorptive capacity as knowledge integration capability 

(comprising evaluation, acquisition, integration, and commercial utilisation of new outside 

knowledge). Similarly, Zahra and George (2002) argue that absorptive capacity is the 

dynamic capability of the firm to integrate and utilise a competence. On the other hand, Tsai 

(2001) argues that absorptive capacity is not just a matter of sensing an opportunity through 

R&D, but also the ability of the firm to integrate competitive knowledge into its existing 

competences. They think that some factors, such as knowledge ambiguity, will decrease the 
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absorptive capacity of companies.  Organisational stickiness prevents companies from 

integrating competitive knowledge across organisational units (Szulanski, 1996). 

 

The literature explores the impact of absorptive capacity on innovation performance 

(Tsai, 2001), organisational adaptation and co-evolution (Lewin and Volberda, 1999), 

knowledge transfer (Gupta and Govindarajan, 2000), and new wealth creation (Deeds, 2001). 

However, one of the organisational outcomes of absorptive capacity is expectation formation 

(reactive/proactive strategic intent) (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Volberda, 1998). Zahra and 

George (2002) consider that absorptive capacity has four dimensions - acquisition, 

assimilation, transformation and exploitation - categorised into realised and potential 

absorptive capacity. However, little is known about innovation strategies and capability 

developments associated with different types of absorptive capacity (including realised and 

potential absorptive capacity). 

  

Innovation strategy Different types of innovation strategies are discussed in the product 

innovation literature. These studies cover incremental and radical innovation, component and 

architectural innovation and product and process innovation. These can be classified as 

explorative and exploitative innovation strategies. On the other hand, explorative and 

exploitative innovations are one of the bases for capability exploration and exploitation 

within organisations (Katila and Ahuja, 2002; Tushman and Smith, 2002). In fact, at the core 

of organizational adaptation is a firm’s ability to continue to exploit its current capabilities as 

well as to explore future opportunities (March, 1991; Levinthal and March, 1993). While 

exploitative innovations are based on incremental innovation of a firm’s current products, 

exploratory innovations are based more on radical innovation and extending firms’ current 

products into new markets (Abernathy and Clark, 1985; Eisenhardt and Tabrizi, 1995; 

Venkatrman and Lee, 2004). Basically, exploitative innovation strategy departs from existing 

products and explorative innovation strategy departs from existing markets (Abernathy and 

Clark, 1985; Henderson and Clark 1990; Christensen, 1997). 

 

The continuing success of a product depends on the capacity of the firm to compete at 

multiple points in innovation space, including exploitative innovation at some points and 

explorative innovation at others (March, 1991; McGrath, 1999). However, exploitative and 

exploratory innovations are associated with fundamentally different tasks, environmental 

contingencies, different timeframes and search routines (Katila and Ahuja, 2002). Each 
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requires its own distinct set of roles, incentives, culture and competencies (Bradach, 1997; 

Sutcliffe, et al., 1999; Baghai, et al., 1999; Siggelkow and Levinthal, 2003).  

 

Knowledge integration 

Knowledge integration in firms has received considerable attention in the literature (Kogut 

and Zander, 1992; Grant, 1996b; Hansen et al., 1999; Grandori, 2001; Zollo and Winter, 

2002). Grant (1996a, p.37) defines knowledge integration as “integration of specialist 

knowledge to perform a discrete productive task”. He thinks that transferring knowledge is 

not an efficient way for knowledge integration. From the perspective of the knowledge-based 

theory of the firm, the main problem lies in assuring the most effective integration of 

individuals’ specialized knowledge at the lowest attainable cost (Grandori, 2001; Grant, 

1996a).  

 

Different mechanisms for knowledge integration have been identified (Grandori, 2001; 

Grant, 1996a; Zollo and Winter, 2002; Hansen, et al., 1999). Hence, it is necessary to identify 

when each mechanism is effective. An information processing view highlights the role of the 

environment in integration mechanisms (Galbraith, 1974). This view can provide a 

contingency framework for effective knowledge integration. For example, Daft and Lengel 

(1986) argue that in situations of uncertainty, coordination requires information from reports, 

plans and so on (codified knowledge). In other situations, coordination requires a richness of 

information (tacit information), which tends to be gained through personal contact.  

 

Zollo and Winter (2002) suggests that economizing on knowledge integration depends 

on task features; that is, the problems to be solved. Their framework offers a range of 

combinations with regard to frequency, homogeneity and the causal ambiguity of the task. On 

the other hand, the approaches of Grant (1996a) and Grandori (2001) focus on how 

situational characteristics affect the suitability and comparative costs of various mechanisms 

for knowledge integration.  

 

Grant (1996a) bases his arguments on the fit between knowledge integration and 

environmental requirements in terms of exploration and exploitation. He sees knowledge 

integration as organisational capability and identifies three sources of contribution to 

competitive advantage of the firm: efficiency, scope and flexibility of knowledge integration. 
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Efficiency in knowledge absorption includes how firms identify, assimilate, and exploit 

knowledge. Scope of knowledge absorption includes the breadth of a firm’s component 

knowledge. Finally, flexibility of knowledge absorption refers to the extent to which a firm 

can access additional, and reconfigure existing knowledge. De Boer et al. (1999) consider 

that efficiency of knowledge integration refers to the way in which architectural knowledge 

accesses and utilises component knowledge. Scope of knowledge integration refers to the 

breadth of component knowledge architectural knowledge draws upon. Flexibility of 

knowledge integration, finally, refers to the extent to which architectural knowledge can 

access additional component knowledge and integrate existing component knowledge. De 

Boer et al. (1999) also argue that while the efficiency dimension of knowledge absorption 

relates to knowledge exploitation, the scope and flexibility dimension relates to knowledge 

exploration. 

 

In short, the studies of knowledge integration have so far concentrated on specific 

environmental factor affecting knowledge integration. The impact of internal factors needs 

more investigation. Although the impact of absorptive capacity in developing organisational 

capabilities has been studied (Jansen et al., 2005), the role of knowledge integration has not 

been considered. Furthermore, the impact of exploration and exploitation on knowledge 

integration has not yet been explored. The impact of ambidexterity in integration at top 

management teams has been studied (Mom et al., 2009), but integration of knowledge has not 

been examined in depth. 

 

Discussion and synthesis of literature 

In the dynamic capability literature, it is argued that capability evolution is path dependent 

and new capabilities are achieved through development of past capabilities. Although 

dynamic capability is stressed as the basis for organisational adaptation with environments, 

the relationship between organisational capability development and environmental 

requirements in terms of exploration or exploitation within dynamic capability processes 

receives little attention (Cepeda and Vera, 2007). Zahra et al. (2006) find that there are 

different underlying processes of dynamic capability. There are different approaches to 

strategic capability development. However, there is no agreement on identifying effective 

paths for capability development. There is also a lack of understanding about organisational 

capability evolution caused by applying multiple approaches to capability integration across 
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organisational capability exploration and exploitation. Ambidexterity points to the role of 

product innovation and knowledge integration in linking dynamic capability organisational 

processes to environmental requirements and organisational capability exploration and 

exploitation. 

 

The ambidexterity literature discusses two types of balancing between exploration and 

exploitation, sequential and simultaneous balancing (Gupta and Govindarajan, 2000). Firms 

use both types of ambidexterity in sustaining their competitive advantage (He and Wong, 

2004). It is also argued that the effectiveness of each type of balancing is contingent on 

environmental factors (Cao et al., 2009). However, there is a gap in our understanding of the 

processes underlying the relationship between different modes of ambidexterity and 

performance. In fact, the processes associated with different types of ambidexterity and their 

relationships with organisational capability development have not yet been explored. We 

know even less about how sequential balancing of exploration and exploitation of 

organisational capabilities leads to organisational capability evolution. Research has paid less 

attention still to how firms simultaneously balance organisational capability exploration and 

exploitation throughout organisational processes. As discussed, literature points to the role of 

product innovation and knowledge integration in presenting such organisational processes 

and mechanisms.  

 

On the other hand, ambidexterity has been examined at different levels, including 

organisational, inter-firm and environmental (Simsek, 2009). However, ambidexterity at 

project level has been the subject of less research. Product innovation is an appropriate 

context for studying ambidexterity because product innovation projects can be explorative or 

exploitative (Benner and Tushman, 2003; Jansen, et al., 2005). Danneels (2002) examines 

exploration and exploitation in the context of capability development and shows that product 

innovation can be used for both exploration and exploitation of organisational capabilities. 

Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) argue that product innovation is a context for dynamic 

capability. O’Reilly and Tushman (2008) argue that ambidexterity is a dynamic capability. 

Hence, product innovation would be an appropriate context for combining ambidexterity and 

dynamic capability perspectives. While the importance of product innovation in exploration 

and exploitation of organisational capabilities has been identified (Danneels, 2002; Floyd and 

Lane, 2000), balancing exploration and exploitation of capabilities within product innovation 

has not been considered. Four modes of balancing have been identified based on different 
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types of ambidexterity in innovation strategy, including exploration/exploitation of 

internal/external knowledge. However, balancing exploration and exploitation of 

organisational capabilities based on different types of ambidexterity in innovation strategy 

has not been considered.  

 

In brief, while studies based on ambidexterity focus on explaining how organisational 

capability development shapes product innovation to be explorative or exploitative, research 

based on dynamic capability gives insights into how product innovation processes shape 

organisational capability development to be explorative or exploitative (see Table 1). 

However, analysis of the reciprocal relationship between product innovation and 

organisational capability development is absent from the literature. 

 

Ambidexterity in organisational capability can be achieved through balancing 

differentiation and integration (Jansen et al., 2009). From this perspective, effectiveness of 

each knowledge integration approach is contingent on internal and external conditions. 

Industry architecture and absorptive capacity have been identified as the result of knowledge 

integration within product innovation. Different knowledge integration mechanisms lead to 

the development of organisational capabilities at different levels of organisation (Grant, 

1996a; Iansiti and Clark, 1994). However, it is not clear which type of capability will be 

developed as a result of specific conditions of industry architecture and absorptive capacity. 

 

In sum, existing studies imply that micro processes which are dynamic capabilities in 

firms are context specific (Ambrosini and Bowman, 2009). In order to manage these micro 

processes for developing strategic capabilities, a match should be made between micro 

processes and internal and external factors (Henderson and Venkatraman, 1993). In the 

context of product innovation, this match refers to a fit between innovation strategy and 

internal and external factors. In other words, firms balance exploration and exploitation 

innovation strategies when designing product innovation projects.  

 

The framework developed in the next section supports the argument that absorptive 

capacity and industry architecture are the most important internal and external factors 

influencing capability development trajectories (Zahra and George, 2002; Jacobides, 2006). 

On the other hand, within the product innovation process, where internal and external 

knowledge integrate to create new knowledge (Kodama, 2005), capability within firms 
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develops at different levels (Grant, 1996a). Therefore, following the contingency theory 

argument, this study suggests that, there should be a fit between the knowledge integration 

approach and innovation strategy within product innovation projects. As a result, based on 

internal and external factors, capabilities develop at different levels through knowledge 

integration within product innovation to sustain competitive advantage of the firm. 
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Concepts Key Literature Summary of findings Theoretical 

base 

Relevance to this 

paper 

Proposed integrating 

view 

Ambidexterity  Tushman and  O’Reilly  
(1996); Raisch and 
Birkinshaw (2008);  
Semsek (2009) 

Organisational capability 
development consists of 
exploration and exploitation of 
organisational capabilities 
based on environmental 
requirements. 

Competence-
based view 
(Sanchez 
and Heene, 
2004) 

Organisational 
capability 
development 
includes exploration 
and exploitation of 
organisational 
capabilities based on 
explorative and 
exploitative 
organisational 
processes.  

A complete cycle of 
strategic capability 
development includes both 
exploration and exploitation 
of organisational 
capabilities. Sequence of 
organisational capability 
exploration and exploitation 
along with employing 
aligned explorative and 
exploitative organisational 
processes leads to 
evolution of organisational 
processes.  

He and Wong (2004); 
Gibson and Birkinshaw  
(2004); Gupta et al. 
(2006);  

Explorative and exploitative 
organisational capability 
developments are associated 
with aligned organisational 
processes. 

Dynamic 
capability 

Zahra and George 
(2002); Teece, (2007) 

Sequence of organisational 
capability exploration and 
exploitation leads to evolution of 
organisational capabilities. 

Capability-
based view 
(Dosi et al., 
(2000) 

Employing 
explorative and 
exploitative 
organisational 
processes leads to 
evolution of 
organisational 
processes. 

Eiesenhardt and Martin 
(2000);  Zollo and 
Winter (2002); Zahra et 

al. (2006); Ambrosini 
and Bowman (2009) 

Organisational processes 
associated with dynamic 
capabilities change 
organisational capability 
development to be explorative 
or exploitative 

Product 
innovation 

Leonard- Barton 
(1992); Tripsas (1997);  
Tripsas and Gavetti 
(2000);  Danneels 
(2007) 

Organisational capability 
development being explorative 
or exploitative influences 
whether product innovation is 
explorative or exploitative. 

Ambidexterity  
(Gibson and 
Birkinshaw, 
2004) 

Each round of 
explorative product 
innovation is 
followed by 
exploitative product 
innovation; and also 
each round of 
exploitative product 
innovation is 
followed by 
explorative product 
innovation.  

Organisational capability 
development includes 
explorative and exploitative 
product innovation along 
with explorative and 
exploitative knowledge 
integration. Organisational 
capability exploration and 
exploitation shapes 
mechanisms of knowledge 
integration. However, 
explorative and exploitative 
knowledge integration 
within product innovation in 
an inverse relationship, 
leads to organisational 
capability exploitation and 
exploration respectively. In 
addition, sequence of 
employing explorative and 
exploitative knowledge 
integration within product 
innovation leads to 
evolution of organisational 
capabilities. 

Eisenhardt and Tabrizi 
(1995); Eisenhardt and 
Martin (2000); 
Tatikonda and 
Montoya-Weiss (2001);  
Danneels (2002); 
Francis and Bessant 
(2005) 

Product innovation being 
explorative or exploitative 
influences whether 
organisational capability 
development is explorative or 
exploitative. 

Dynamic 
capability 
(Zollo  and 
Winter, 2002) 

Knowledge 
integration 

Grant (1996a); Hansen 
et al. (1999); Zack 
(2002) 

Organisational capability 
development consists of 
explorative and exploitative 
approaches to knowledge 
integration  

Knowledge 
integration 
model 
(Grant, 
1996a) 

Sequence of 
employing 
explorative and 
exploitative 
knowledge 
integration leads to 
organisational 
capability evolution.  

Zollo and Winter 
(2002) 

Sequence of employing 
explorative and exploitative 
knowledge integration 
approaches leads to evolution 
of organisational capability.  

Zollo and 
Winter (2002) 
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Table 1: Synthesis of the Literature 

 

Towards a Conceptual Framework 

The literature review revealed the roles of knowledge integration and product innovation in 

fitting organisational capabilities with environmental requirements. To understand the role of 

knowledge integration within product innovation, two steps are required. First, it is 

necessarily to clarify what the integration of identified roles means with regards to fitting 

organisational capabilities with environmental requirements. Second, it is required to 

conceptualise what knowledge integration within product innovation (as a context for 

integrating different identified roles) can create and what would be the outcomes of this. 

 

Step 1: The role of knowledge integration within product innovation 

Dynamic capability and ambidexterity perspectives can be combined through product 

innovation and knowledge integration. In brief, there are two roles that knowledge integration 

within product innovation may play. First, it is expected that the dynamics of knowledge 

integration within product innovation projects leads to the evolution of organisational 

capabilities. Second, mechanisms of knowledge integration within product innovation should 

be determined by the exploration or exploitation orientation of organisational capability 

development. This in turn will shape the direction of explorative or exploitative processes for 

organisational capability development. 

 

Indeed, applying explorative and exploitative knowledge integration mechanisms within 

product innovation leads to the evolution of organisational capabilities. Moreover, changing 

the knowledge integration approach from explorative to exploitative or vice versa helps firms 

to transfer from explorative to exploitative organisational capability development. Overall, 

knowledge integration within product innovation can help firms to explore and exploit their 

organisational capabilities. This argument is consistent with Zajac et al. (2000), who argue 

that an integrative view of fit follows a dynamic view of strategy and explains how strategies 

vary over time. Indeed, integrating external fit and internal fit in the context of organisational 

capability development leads to different approaches to knowledge integration within 

product.  
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Ambrosini and Bowman (2009) refer to the strategy of a firm at a point of time as what 

the firm ‘has’ and the actual strategy as what the firm ‘does’. Organisational routines (Nelson 

and Winter, 1982) as the basic units of analysis of organisational capabilities (Dosi et al., 

2000) constitute what firms actually do. Hence, developing new organisational capabilities 

means developing new strategy. More precisely, evolution of organisational capabilities 

across organisational capability exploration and exploitation addresses changing strategies 

(what firms do) across multiple periods of time. On the other hand, as argued previously, an 

integrated view of strategic fit defines strategic fit as ‘matching’ or ‘aligning’ organizational 

resources with environmental opportunities and threats (Venkatraman and Camillus, 1984).  

 

An integrated view of strategic fit is consistent with a dynamic view of strategy. It can be 

argued that fitting organisational capability with environmental requirements leads to 

developing new strategy for the organisation. A dynamic view of strategy suggests that the 

distinctive competencies required for a firm’s position in industry are the main source of its 

competitive advantage (Porter, 1991). Ambrosini and Bowman (2009) explain that the 

resources and capabilities which are sources of competitive advantage are accumulated across 

multiple periods of time and through strategy dynamics.  

 

Hence, the evolution of organisational capabilities based on knowledge integration 

across exploration and exploitation of product innovation leads to new organisational 

capabilities which are sources of competitive advantage. Aligned with this argument, 

strategic capability development is defined here as renewing organisational capabilities to 

new organisational capabilities which are sources of competitive advantage. Accordingly, 

managing knowledge integration across explorative and exploitative processes of product 

innovation leads to developing strategic capability. 

 

Step 2: Conceptualisation of knowledge integration within product innovation 

Strategic capability development is the organisational outcome of the reciprocal relationship 

between knowledge integration within product innovation and organisational capability 

development. To understand strategic capability development, it is necessary to analyse this 

reciprocal relationship, and to examine the organisational outcome of such a reciprocal 

relationship. It is essential to understand how knowledge integration within product 

innovation shapes organisational capability, and also how it is shaped by organisational 
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capability. The framework developed in this section initially conceptualises the mechanics of 

the reciprocal relationship between knowledge integration within product innovation and the 

development of organisational capability. It then conceptualises the organisational outcome 

of operation of such mechanisms in terms of organisational capability development.  

 

To develop such a framework, the constructs and the underlying mechanisms which 

constitute the reciprocal relationships between knowledge integration and product innovation 

and organisational capability development must first be identified. Literature analyses reveal 

that industry architecture, innovation strategy, absorptive capacity and knowledge integration 

are critical constructs in capability development within product innovation projects. 

Therefore, the framework should include these constructs. 

 

On the other hand, since organisations integrate differently. The mode of integration 

should fit the type of differentiation based on the combination of the two ideas of balance 

between adaptation and alignment (Gibson and Birkinshaw, 2004), and balance between fit as 

moderator and fit as match (He and Wong 2004). Tushman and Nadler (1978) were the first 

to suggest that fit between differentiation and integration is based on a fit between 

organisational capacities. This argument has been reflected in the conceptual framework of 

this paper through fit between differentiation and integration (Figure 1). Fit between these 

two phases can be achieved through fit between the characteristics of knowledge integration 

and the requirements of the environment in terms of exploration and exploitation. 

 

However, different characteristics of knowledge integration lead to development of 

different types of absorptive capacity (Van den Bosch et al., 1999). On the other hand, 

environmental requirements can be based on different mixes of exploration and exploitation, 

including exploration/exploitation of internal/external knowledge (Rosenkopf and Nerkar, 

2001). Rothaermel and Alexandre (2009) refer to this classification of 

exploration/exploitation along technology or organisational boundaries. They argued that new 

or known technology can be sourced internally or externally. Based on these two models, and 

in line with Becker and Zirpoli (2003), innovation strategies can be classified in terms of 

these boundaries. Figure 1 illustrates processes of organisational capability development 

based on formulation of innovation strategy and then implementation of the strategy.  
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           Innovation strategy formulation                    Innovation strategy implementation 

      Fit 

Differentiation      Integration 

  

  

                      

 

      Fit 

 

                          What?                                                               How?                                        

Figure 1.  Conceptual framework for strategic capability development based on knowledge 

integration, industry architecture and absorptive capacity 

 

Industry architecture and absorptive capacity affect formulation of innovation strategy. 

Besides, innovation strategy informs development of absorptive capacity through knowledge 

integration mechanisms. On the other hand, it has been argued, developing absorptive 

capacity affects formulation of innovation strategy (Van den Bosch et al., 1999; Rothaermel 

and Alexandre, 2009). Hence, it can be conceptualised that a new absorptive capacity can be 

developed which changes the innovation strategy in the next round of capability 

development. Accordingly, a loop is formed, based on different rounds of organisational 

capability development by which innovation strategy influences and is influenced by 

absorptive capacity development. 

 

This loop constitutes the reciprocal relationship between knowledge integration within 

product innovation and organisational capability development. On the other hand, the 

reciprocal relationship between knowledge integration within product innovation and 

organisational capability development leads to strategic capability development. Thus, the 

Knowledge 
integration: 
processes and 
mechanisms 

 

Absorptive 
capacity 

Innovation 
strategy: along 
knowledge and 
organisational 
boundaries 

 

Industry 
architecture  
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loop between innovation strategy and absorptive capacity is the underlying mechanism upon 

which strategic capability can be developed. In other words, both the impact of innovation 

strategy on absorptive capacity, and the impact of absorptive capacity on innovation strategy 

have mutual roles in strategic capability development.  

 

 

 

 

 

                Innovation strategy        Organisational capability outcome         absorptive capacity 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Organisational capability evolution through exploration and exploitation of 

organisational knowledge 

 

The reciprocal relationship between absorptive capacity and innovation strategy is based 

on managing knowledge integration across explorative and exploitative product innovation 

projects. Different types of organisational capabilities can be developed (at component or 

architectural levels) which depend on different innovation strategies. From the formulation 

and implementation of explorative or exploitative innovation strategies (as shown in Figure 

2) an organisational outcome should be expected. Accumulation of these organisational 

outcomes across organisational capability exploration and exploitation will lead to the 

evolution of organisational capabilities. 

 

Conclusion 

Theoretically, this paper adds to recent attempts to combine dynamic capability and 

ambidexterity perspectives (Venkatraman and Lee, 2004; O’Reilly and Tushman, 2008; 

                             
Exploration of 
Knowledge 

                             
Exploitation of 
Knowledge 
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Jansen et al., 2009) by conceptualising knowledge integration within product innovation 

projects. The conceptual framework developed here visualises the context specificity of 

dynamic capabilities and adds to the dynamic capability literature by offering a contingency 

framework for managing dynamic capabilities at micro process level. In addition, it shows 

how firms can balance exploration and exploitation of their organisational capabilities. It also 

conceptualises effective knowledge integration based on capability development at different 

levels of organisation. By revealing the impact of internal and external factors on capability 

development to improve performance, the paper contributes to strategic fit theory. 

 

The paper develops a framework for strategic capability development based on internal 

and external factors. This framework may assist managers in formulating innovation strategy. 

It may also help managers implement innovation strategies through employing the right type 

of product innovation and knowledge integration mechanism.  This framework further helps 

managers to assess the capabilities required at different organisational levels, based on 

evaluation of industry architecture and absorptive capacity of the firm. Hence, it can be a 

strategic tool and a guideline in developing the capabilities needed to sustain competitive 

advantage.  
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